Ali Salah Zaid Faya
48 years old -- School Director
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Yahia Hussein Yahya Al-Bishri
42 years old -- Volunteer Teacher
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Mohammed Abdul Hafeez Abdullah Steen
28 years old -- Volunteer Teacher
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Ali Hussein Hassan Al-Ajri
27 years old -- Volunteer Teacher
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Ali Zaid Ali Al-Al-Hamran
15 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Hussein Mohammed Ahsan al-Ajri
15 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Yousef Hussein Hussein Tayeb
15 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Osama Zeid Ali Al-Hamran
13 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Yousef Abdul Aziz Al-Dahdawi
13 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Waleed Abdullah Ali Ali Al-Khulani
13-year-old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Mohammed Saeed Ali Salman
13 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Abdullah Hussein Faisal Hajj
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Akab Mohamed Hassan al-Abbadi
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Abdul Malik Abdul Rahman Abdullah Al-Dhib
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Ahmed Zaid Hussein Tayeb
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Mohamed Abdulssalam Abdullah Al-Dehayani
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Mohammed Abdullah Yahya Velita
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Yahya Mohammed Hussein Al-Arjari
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Abdullah Abdulssalam Abdullah Taraf
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Yahia Mahdi Ezz El Din Houria
12 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Younis Abdul Aziz Al-Dahdawi
11 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Mohammad Yahya Yahya Faya
11 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Abd al-Ilah Abdullah Hussein al-Razahi
11 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Ahmed Abdel Hakim Ali Amer
11 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Zakaria Abdel Wahab Ali Faya
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Ali Mohammed Hassan Da'i
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Turki Mohamed Hassan Abadi
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Yousef Abdullah Saleh Al-Hatafi
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Hamid Mohammed Ayda Hadi
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Hassan Abdul Karim Ahmad Al Hadi
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Amjad Abdul Rahman Abdullah Al-Deeb
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Yousef Saleh Abdullah Al-Aqili
10 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Ali Zaid Hussein Tayeb
9 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Ali Abdul Rahim Ali Hashem
9 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Yousef Hassan Mohammed Al-Dhib
9-year-old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018,
by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Mohamed Abdel-Ilah Mohamed El-Hakim
9 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.

Mohamed Abdel Salam Hassan Houria
9 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.
Mohammad Yahya Mohammed Al-Ezzi
8 years old
Killed in Sada Province, northern Yemen, August 9, 2018, by a 500-pound US bomb dropped by Saudi Arabia on a school bus.